PLATE CLEANER/SCRATCH REMOVER

Lithographic Plate Cleaner/Scratch Remover
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DESCRIPTION
PLATE CLEANER/SCRATCH REMOVER is a most effective product for cleaning and desensitizing lithographic plates and for removing troublesome scratches caused by adverse press running conditions. It can be used in both the plate room and pressroom.

FEATURES
- Reduces downtime - avoids plate makeovers by salvaging plate.
- All purpose - works on most metal plates.
- Easy application - no hard scrubbing necessary.

PRODUCT NEED AND USAGE
PLATE CLEANER/SCRATCH REMOVER was formulated for the purpose of avoiding costly plate remakes and resulting downtime caused by fingerprints, scratches, tinting and the like on the background plate surface. By utilizing a product such as PLATE CLEANER/SCRATCH REMOVER to restore the plate to clean running conditions, costly remakes can be avoided.

DIRECTIONS
Utilizing a clean, damp sponge or cotton wipe that has been saturated with PLATE CLEANER/SCRATCH REMOVER, apply to the plate surface. All background tinting, fingerprints and scratches will be removed or desensitized. Use a clean, damp sponge to remove the cleaner residue from the plate and resume printing.

CAUTION:
This product may damage the image of certain unbaked positive and negative plates. Test prior to using on the image area.
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